
 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Answering practical legal 
problems 
 What are practical legal problems? 

Law units commonly provide fictional scenarios 

or fictional cases for students to analyse.  

Students must then apply law studied in units in 

order to determine the possible outcomes of 

the case. 

An example of how to structure answers 

to practical legal problems 

I – Issue 

First identify the possible legal issues in the 

case.  For criminal scenarios, this would include 

identifying the accused, complainant (or victim) 

and possible crimes that are relevant. 

Example:  Is Bob likely to be found guilty of 

intentionally causing serious injury to Charles? 

R – Rule or L – Law 

Next, identify the relevant law that creates the 

offence.  You should also identify the elements 

of the crime and other relevant rules.   

Example:  Intentionally cause injury is an offence 

created by section 16 Crimes Act 1958 (Vic).  The 

elements of the offence are… 

 

 

 

A – Application 

Look at the facts of your fictional case and apply the 

legal rules above to your facts. 

Example:  Element one requires the prosecution to 

prove that the complainant sustained an injury.  For 

these purposes, serious injury is defined by section 15 

Victorian Crimes Act as… The medical evidence 

provided by Dr Thompson states that Charles has a 

fractured jaw, broken eye socket and substantial 

bruising.  Therefore, this likely falls under the definition 

of serious injury as provided by s 15 because… 
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C – Conclusion 

Draw a conclusion on the likelihood of guilt. 

Example:  Based on the above analysis, Bob 

is likely to be found guilty of intentionally 

causing serious injury to Charles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Additional resources 

IRAC Guide – Faculty of Law, The University 

of Western Australia 

www.law.uwa.edu.au/students/Wellbeing/s

urvival-guide/irac-guide 

http://www.law.uwa.edu.au/students/Wellbeing/survival-guide/irac-guide
http://www.law.uwa.edu.au/students/Wellbeing/survival-guide/irac-guide

